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ECAL, 22 Betterton Street, 
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01-836 8606. 
Dear OZ. 
After living In one roomed 
comrpunes of the love/hete type 
in the Notting Hill Gete area, 
since I dropped ou.t in S~pteml5er 
la$t year I have co~ to ttl' 
conclusion that the city drop-ou 
scene is a pathptic one. 
I would like to list SO!TlB of mv 
obsetvat ioflli . 
(poor bast rds) in Sunny Jersey for us; BBC, TV and the Press 
(from whence I camel for as long know what is good for us to hear; 
as I can stand it. Advertising Agencies know what 
Then along with1ny brother and is good for us to buy; teachers 
anyone else VllhO wants to cfeate know what is ~d for us to know; 
sometl:ling, by raising bread, we're Law and_ Order IS good for us, 
going to buy a cott~ and land in because 1t excludes anybod~ wt'lo 
the country, grow olJr ow food tells us that We ~urselves m1ght 
et'c, and build a commune out of know best what 11 good for us. 
our own efforts. In return for being well 
20th century ci t y of Electric looked after, we PAY t~xes to the 
Gardens is no place f r p nyone to Government , to bu.~ no1sy aero· 
f ind their relationshlp with -the planes for Corporat1on men to 
things which w 1 alw ys be here. deafen us with; we PAY for the 
BBC, TV, and Press, and give them 
1. People thrown together by 
neceSSity (usually financial) 
although sharing in the true 
community spirit, food (u$.Ually 
stolen). experiences (usually Love and peace 
hl!llucinatory) and pot (usually (if you can lind it) 
• • J't(lt 
our t rust, we PAY the Advertisers, 
and t ey don' t need our trust be-
cause t here is nothing but their 
products to'buy( we PAY -for our 
teachers an pretend hey are all 
profound and l(noyvledgeable; we 
PAY for Law and Order with cash 
not enough). still tend to split Michael Escott 
·~~~ . 
into little camps, ie Joe hangs up 7 Foxhill close 
Bill and Bill hangs up Fred which Greatfield, Hull 
upsets Jim because Jim likes every- Yorks 
. · .. ,. ' ,. . . ... · . ., . . _ ..... 
.. 
one. Which is a big hang up for 
Him, for if he refuses to bend in 
one direction or another, he's on 
his own man I 
2. Speed kills-not only people, 
but scenes as well. Someone 
suffering (and tl"dy dol) from 
speed hang ups and come downs 
really drag the whole scene down. 
Watching a friend becoming an 
addict, drifting into the misty 
world of Boot's disposables, is a 
soul searing experience not to 
be forgotten easily. 
Perhaps if many dealers sold 
decent acid and not disappoint· 
ments, a lot of the speed thing 
might disappear. 
3. Most conversation in turned· 
on scenes, is mainly turned in to 
'My best trip' or various 'Freak 
you out cocktail recipes', and 
little else js discussed. 
4. Even the people wanting to 
be in on the love commune thing, 
seem to be sit~mg around on the1r 
and obedienc , and agree to call 
Dear Sir, you 'i rresponsible'. 
We are shocked by the Prime 4 We do not kno how to 
Minister associating himself with wal'\t to be responsible for our 
Monsieur Roche, Rector of the ow lives and our own environ· 
Sorbonne, whose one chapter in t 
history can be written with a sent· men · 
ence. He closed the Sorbonne. 5. We are superior to all 
. . . foreigners, who are ( 1 l oppressed 
That our Pmn,e Mm1ster as . . (2) u,ntrustworthy (3) violent 
Chancellor of Bradford Un1vers1ty 141 backward (51 far away. 
should confer the honour of a 
degree on a man who abused the 
trust of more than seven centuries 
of students by violating the right 
to maintain the University as a 
centre of free thought, and who 
apparently in the name of the 
State, called the armed representa-
tives of that State, and violated 
one of thf! worthiest of French 
traditions, the sanctuary of the 
Sorbonne, suggests that our Prime 
Minister woufd follow Monsieur 
Roche and the french governme,nt 
it-the liberti!}s of our own Un(ver-
sities were ever·put..to t he test. 
arses. drawing'the NAB and wait- Youts si l')cerely , 
ing. Waiting for what? _ . MW Watsop Todd 1' 'll'"J~•-'IAIII'!I: 
For t hfngs to arranged-for--them, DavJd Scl) relber 
by t he diggers? (T~at mythical R Deane ~d ards 
race of people) OJ pj!rhaps o Michael N omach 
guidance from ourfriends? in 
apace? Whilst this situation exiSts 
it j st isn'-t going t o happen. 
Dharma-Karma marmal 
Each of us should be a digger for 
fucl<s sake, herwise there's not 
going to be any communes 'cos 
we'll all die of old age, wsltlngl 
My grumbles may seem slant 
from one angle, but walk around 
NHG and ask any drop out on 
the scene where they've been 
lately (apert from MOSS or 
Middle Earth) its a strange land 
The English Revolutionaries 
When they brokec:i nto the town 
hall guns at the ready the town 
cletk said "I'm sorry you'll have 
to write for an appointment." 
So 'hey went away and came 
back three weeks on tuesday in 
their best suits. 
Steve Sneyd 
Aldmondbury 
Huddersfield, Yorks 
surrounding a strange land. We ..-d you 
As for myself, I'm giving up y Cohn-Bandit, beceute 
cherished freedom (and the NAB), 1. We are fed and watered by 
my long locks are to be shorn the State's Almighty Hand and 
and I'm dropping IN decked out ' 
i bl 
. h" sh"rt nd exactly as we are told. 
n my ue suit, w 1te 1 a 
tie, to become a purveyor of 2. We are told that the c::,.., •. rnla 
holiday shell ashtrays and other ment knows what's best for 
plastic goodies for the grey J)8('Pie big Corporations know what's bei"J··· 
# 
6. We admire America, and 
are the only country in Europe 
who like the Americans to be in 
Vietnam. 
7. We have a good trade going 
in poison gases ... and ·you can 
tell us how they work. 
8. 
ful. 
Our policemen are wonder· 
9. Our Leaders are a bunch of 
fixers, our politicians their pimps, 
our businessmen arrogant blood· 
suckers, our universities teach us • 
only how to be teachers, our 
parents fear and hate ( 1 I negros 
(2) jews (3) jews (4) foreigners 
(51 the Lower Orders (61 us; 
our Press tells us lies about you, 
and loves our politicians, business· 
men, pundits and parents; and our 
Law orders us to obey them all. 
10. Our debt to all of them has 
made us morally bankrupt. 
11. We think we owe our lives 
to Society, and forget that we 
ARE society. 
Dear Sir, 
This year will be the last year that 
mankind will have in the conscious-
ness they have manifested hitherto. 
On our part, we have planned 
everything, and everything has 
been prepared carefully. The 
message is a message of joy, and I 
wish that it be treated as a message 
of joy. Serious eve'nts will strike 
Earth, they will end in the Second 
(. , ning. And this is what should 
be stressed; speak of the spiritual 
side of the matter more than the 
VIOlent part of it. Violence does 
not belong to us,-it belongs to 
Man; but violence will come to an 
end for Man now. 
Certainty and knowledge are to be 
preferred to faith; but in order to 
attain certainty in this matter, one 
must believe. When the events 
begin to speed up you should 
group together and talk about 
these subjects. Never discuss, but 
talk-and be calm and harmonious 
within. The more calm and harm-
. . . onious one is, the more one will 
12. We re m?de obllvi~S Wl.th understand about the nature of 
W~lf~re; b~ nd w1t~ parochial pnde; this message. Many individuals 
ch~ld1s~ w1th.obed1enc~; petulant will receive messages themselves 
wtlh.dlsobedlence; an~lous for a durin the forthcoming days. 
pens1on; taught to be Ignorant. We g , . 
do not like FACTS. Confusion begets confus1on. Only 
13. We are very young for our 
age; very insulated; devoted to 
cash and status. 
he who will not receive confusion 
witHin himself will escape confus-
ion. Do not allow outer things to 
disturb your innermost being, and 
14. Sex and pot are our substi~ it will apply now more than ever 
tutes for Freedom. before in the situation in which meditation. This is why psyche-
delics are felt to be a threat to the 
present order. In spite of persec:u· 
tion, the advent of psychedelics 
will have the effect of accelerating 
the growth of the human race. 
16. WE HAVE NO PASSION. 
16. Although we don't believe 
in god, we let him make our laws 
and frighten our children. 
17. We don't believe in politi· 
cians, but we act as if we do. 
18. We don't believe our Press, 
but we buy it. 
19. We want what you want, 
but we support the other side. 
20. We call police violence and 
the violence of the State ... 
lsaued b the surreahsl Group: 
lan Bra~kwall, ~lan Bur s, 
Rupe Crac~nell, Sophie Kemp, 
Jbhn Lyle, C nroy "1a dox, 
George Melly, .Peter l=lider, 
John Rudlin, l<'en Smith. 
Dear Sir, 
Sorry to sey that there were not 
50 but 25 of us, ('Police arrest 
Poets' I sorry to say that Christo-
pher Logue was not a participant 
fn the event but a watcher. 
Yours sincerely, 
Sonia Sharkey (known as Wendy) 
52 Oueensway 
London W2 
you will come to stand. Find 
peace dnd harmony within your- · 
selves; they will be necessary 
during these latter days· of Earth. 
Au Revoir I 
Universal Link 
PO Box 13 
4140, Borup, Denmark 
Dear Sir, 
These ideas might interest you ... 
Over the past ten years I have 
been the author of numerous 
un·American letters to the local 
newspapers. It has always been 
my basic purpose in writing letters 
to the newspapers to present ideas, 
to make people think. In this 
small way, I have been contribut· 
To experience an altered state of 
consciousness, such as intoxication Along with tome 'Smalls' 
is educational and broadening. Mive~m.nta. offen of crash-
like speaking a foreign language pads hive been lost. If you -r.t 
or playing a musical instrument. to Hd vour name to the world 
But psychedelic drugs do not wide list of creshpeds being 
merelv alter the consciousness. ........_ pleese write to OZ. 
thev literally increase or expend clo. Qouhpa. Pie-. write 
consciousnesa.. The mind opens lglln H we l01t you. 
up, everything il more real. This 
is the minimum effect; it mav be 
followed by psychological helluo-
inatlons or by ipiritual insight, 
depending on the temperament or 
personality of the drug user. 
ing to the increase of consciousness. The basic conflict in society is 
A deliberately subversive enterprise between the forces of growth and 
1 admit. the forcas of irutrtla (sometimes 
With the widespread increase of called 'stability'). Psychedelic 
consciousness society will mature, drugs are a powerful force for 
and authoritarian institutions growth. too important to be 
such as governments and religions confined by legellsm or medical· 
will lose their power over the ism. 
human spirit. The maturing of Dave Reialg 
society means ptecisely the increase 402 Arthur St 
of consciousness, on a general or Syracuse NY 13204 
collective scale. 
Psychedelic drugs are the best way 
to achieve a radical increase of 
consciousness, although there are 
clumsier drugless methods such a1 
fasting, breathing exercises, and 
concentration, as in yoga or 
BOY WANTS BIRD 
BIRD WANTS BOY 
ALL GET EXCITING 
PARTNERS 
THROUGH DATELI NE 
FRE E QUES1;.10NAIRE 
FOR ALL AGES 
WITHOU"t OBLIGATI 
FROM: , 
DATELINE 
DEPT OZ 
18 LEXHAM MEWS 
I!ONDON WB 
WES 4112 
I have had many letters in response 
t o the appeal in OZ 12 to get Eva 
into t he count ry . It is Impossible 
t o answer them all, and so I'd like 
to thank you all here. Eva has 
'chosen ' her man, and will be in 
you a few things about myself, 
I am twenty-eight years old, and 
a Un1vers1ty lecturer in physical 
chemistry. My main interests are 
surfing. swimming and rally-
driving. I am also interested in 
photography and am a keen 
hi·fi enthusiast. 
I have every sympathy with Eva's 
problem of getting British citizen-
ship, and would be willing to help 
her in any way possible, the more 
so because I believe t h is could be 
a stimulating and enjoyable 
experience for us both . 
Yours, 
Dr DB 
Dear Judy, 
I have just read the thing about 
your friend, Eva, in the OZ. I have 
just been sentenced to Borstal for 
being in possession of hashish. I 
would be glad to help her as t he 
prison authorities should allow 
me a days freedom to get marr ied. 
Marriage means nothing whereas 
freedom be i t only for a day is 
everyth ing. 
As f rom next Tuesday my postal 
address will be • ormwood SCrubs 
Prison, London. If your friend is 
still will ing to enter England you 
can reach me there. 
To Judy, 
23 yr old, free thinker requests 
the hand of EVA. 
Sincerely, 
JD 
touch with him by June 10. Thank Yours hopefully, 
Due to tha u·~·G• ,cy of the 
content o tl;·, is. ' e, the f inal 
part of Ray bu .. gnat's article, the 
continuation of Meat Pad< and 
Hipocrat• are held over till 
issue14 
you again-love Judy. JB 
HM Prison, Leicest er. 
Dear Judy, 
If she really needs someone in 
order to gain entry into England, 
being a man of leisure, I guess I' ll 
give it a try . (No strings, of 
course.) 
About m yself, am 22, live in 
Spain, teacher by profession, 
6' 1%" and believe in try ing every· 
th ing once. Anyhow, all t h is 
apart, w ill help Eva out if I can. 
A . O. 
Dear Judy, 
With respect to Eva, OK. 
You rs, 
MHO 
Dear Judy, 
I would be more t han happy to 
marry your fr iend Eva. As divorc"' 
is now quite simple in England i t 
would be of advantage to both of 
us: Eva wou ld get into th os country 
and as I'm in t he air force I would 
get a pay rise of £3 a week, and 
the added advantage of her comp-
any f or I week . 
Yours faithfu lly , 
JF 
Dear Judy, 
I t hink I should start by telli ng 
~· 
MIDDLE EARTH 
43 KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN. 240 1327 
JUNE 
JULY 
Friday June 14 
sa urday June 15 
Friday June 2 1 
Saturday June 22 
Friday June 28 
Saturday June 29 
Sunday June ao 
Friday Ju ly 5 
Saturday July 6 
10.30-Dawn 
The Move \ 
-Hapshash & the Coloured Coat -~ 
+ from Holland-The Dragonflys 
The Pink: -floyd 
The Pr&tty Things • 
The Fairport Convention 
+ The Chris McGregor Sextet 
The Family + The Will Spoor 
Mime Troupe 
OZ NIC.HT 
~;~~~~;;;~~~~~~~~~jF-~c~la~ssi:'~·c~s~as A Thousand and One ways to 7 Live without Work ing and A Thousand 
and One ways to Beat The Draft. His 
nex t book is A Thousand and OnP. ways 
to Make Love. 
· Begun in 1965, The Fugs are probably the 
world's f irs t underground rock group. 
They are the fathers of ' The Mothers of 
Invention', and known for such pop 
poems as Kill for Peace, Coea Cola 
Douche, Group Grope and the Virgin 
Forest. They 've released four LP's 
in the US and all but one of their songs 
have managed to avoid the charts. You 
haven't heard their dulcet acrobatics on 
Radio Yawn because, according to John 
Peel, the dj's are not allowed (o announce 
even the word Fugs. 
One of the unannouncables, Tuli 
Kupferberg, was iii London recently. 
Tuli's a poet, publisher, pacifist, vegetar· 
ian and author of such Grove Press 
Kupferberg spent much of his t ime in 
London conferring with the Anti 
Vaccination League to equip himself for 
the f ight against his countrv's compul· 
sory smallpox vaccination laws. He points 
out that smallpox is virtually ex.tinct and 
that in the last 30 years more people have 
died from the vaccination than have caugfJt 
smallpox. 
In between arming himself with Doctor's 
letters confirming that " that there has 
been no recent outbreak of smallpox in 
Earls Court," Tuli Kupferberg spoke to 
OZ: 
TK I have come to a rather simplified 
outlook: As long as you 're getting more 
from them than they are taking. from you 
then its worth working with the establish· 
ment. But you have to be very careful. 
Sometimes you wake up and say I really 
shouldn 't be doing this- how did I get flere 
and then you should leave. 
How often do you compromise? 
TK At Santa Monica we were playing in 
this place and the sound system was awful 
and the whole atmosphere was bMJ- we 
came onto the band stand and looked 
down and there were 11 and 12 year old 
kids which would be alright except tl.eir 
parents were with them- so we really 
couldn 't do our kind of show. And that's 
happened a few times. This happen$ in 
my publishing also. There are certain 
things I wanted to publish and don't dare 
to and in a sense that's a compromise. 
But then if I had always told the truth by 
now I would be dead. And I don 't really 
believe in paying rent. I think it's 
unjust. But if I didn ' t pay rent then my 
lant..'lord would throw me out and.l'd end 
up having to pay it to another. And that's 
a sort of daily compromise. One should 
compromise as little as possible though. 
And always push yourself. I have publish· 
ed many things where I was afraid that the 
next day the police would be there. I WlJ$ 
the first one to print the word shit on a 
cover. I'm sort of proud of tha t. But t. 
this seems like nothing today which just 
shows how fast the revolution is going. 
And where is it-going to? 
TK Well/ think tiN bfiSt examp/B$ 
are on the west c!Mit of C.lifornia. 
Thousands and thoUSIInds of young 
people have moved out of tiN IOCiety 
and for them the revolution hlis 
occured. They hiiVe tmough m oney 
and enough leisu'l. to do whetever they 
want. 
Where does the money come froml' 
TK Firstly they bypea • lot of f»>Pie's 
idellfs. I TNen theydon 'tC8re re they 
livr~ or what they fNit or how they dress. 
And in California the climate is werm. 
Some of them still have money coming 
from their lot of them five 
a lot 
Jean-Jacques Lebel led the ft'll>rmma 
Paris Odeon. Now he is in '*'W.OU3<~M" 
building has been cleared by police. Many 
complicated, con a ic elements are 
united against Frenc <Jsc m; not the 
least of whic is Leb WJI sometimes 
inspires der ion from • re stubbornly 
political colleagues (who "tU ard the 
Odeon as a tourist's rflll i 
eloquence of Lebel tS t:0t1 dere 
ous enou to have h gao 
he speaks to Bryan W/1111 a f, 
fore his arrest: 
We are fo the total end of the hum n 
rapport hich is established betwe. the 
governor and the governed, the ru ran 
the rule We are for self manage ent 
in each ofession and each cere ry of 
the peopl by themselves, but we are 
also for th destruction oft categoric 
In other ords one of the r asons that 
occupied he universities IS ot only for 
the stu nts or for the wOf ers: it is for 
every ne to come and u:;e t is university 
for atever they want to u it. Not only 
for ucation, but if they nt to eat 
there, sleep there, fuck. there, get high 
there or live there. We are fo the total 
destr ction of categories. 
One f the main ways the Capita ist 
syste maintains its total control 
bodi s and mmds is by categorising 
ever body into social groups. They 
"Y: 're the workers you're the stu 
yo 're the intellectuals, you're the 
doctors or whatever". We are for the 
des ruction of this division into small 
gro ps. The fact that a tremendous 
num r of workers now come to the 
Sorbonne or to other .faculties that are 
occup d means that they feel that the 
are th ir places. These places belong to 
them They do not just belong to the 
stud nrs or to the teachers. 
As f, r as the Culture/Industry Is 
cone rned, one of the main industries of 
the c iralist state is culture, in the sen:;e 
propaganda of the Ideology of the 
ass goes through everything that 
is calle artistic. The movies for Instance, 
were fi r an art end are now en Industry-
the same thing has happened tO Wflting, 0 
theatre tcJpaintlng. Whatever is done in 
the way ol ulture is completely counter· 
revolutions because it is the culture of 
money. The main thing about all cultural 
activity in the apitalist state is that It 
makes money. hether you make money 
by playing Brech or by playing Moliere 
it is exactly the sa thing. You are giv· 
ing a spectacle to pe() le who do not 
participate in any way in what's happen-
ing. They consume thespectacle in exact-
ly the same way as the consume when 
they buy a car or a refn rator or chewing 
gum. 
The society has made e erybody into 
consumers and everyth ng including art 
and political ideology as become con· 
sumer goods. We wa to demolish 
completely the struc re of the coniUmer 
b. society. It is possibltt for the peopl• to 
they need the 
social rappo 
workers. ey have to make their own 
paintin or invent their own art which will 
proba y not be with brushes and can· 
vase but an art which will be completely 
inte ated into the life process itself. Art can 
ecome, when the revolutionary 
ss has really demolished a number of 
a/ and social taboos. something 
letely integrated in daily life. 
ction is to demolish even the left. 
ears the unions have been trying to 
he students and the vvorkers coming 
er. Our main work is now in the 
ies, talking to the workers and 
them how the unions are helping 
vernment to alienate them The 
unions manipulate the workers into 
obeying the government. The workers 
get a shilling a day more to continue 
doing the same work, when it is the 
concept of work that needs to be 
questioned. Self- fiPW!I, ent auld 
enable people to ase wor for 
and break dOWfl. their 
De 
ce, an ordinary pi 
ould come and learn, i 
people, talk w1th oth .r p£ 
exchange information and ideas. 
What happened later, ·slas, and this we 
must ctiticize, was that a bureaucracy 
installed it:;e/f m there. It started 
making the usual little bureaucratic 
decisions which were cut off completely 
from the general movement. 
What we are doing today IS denouncing 
completely what is going on inside the 
Ddeon. It re-inst1tutionallzed Itself with-
in a few weeks. It became again a sort 
of Ministry of Culture, a micro Ministry of 
CUlture. What we are doing today is 
throwmg all those people out and giving 
It ageln to who ever wantl to express 
themselves there. 
We didn't take it to rfHistablish a leftlsh 
buresucracy there. 
John Esam is rumoured to have begun a 
new publishing project. It is said to be a 
magazine scheduled to appear each fort· 
night in a format similar to 'The History 
of the 20th Century' entitled 'The History 
of the Future'. It will begin with the 
end of the world and work its way back. 
A number of famous but at present 
unknown writers will be writing for it, 
meny of whom have yet to be born but 
all of whom have died. 
John Wilcock's Other Scenes is now 
being distributed in London by ECAL 
22 Betterton Street, WC2. Phone: 
TEM8606. 
HAROLD MUGGINS IS A MARTYR, (play/ 
festival/freakout/galalfunfairltriaiJ uses 
movement, sound, light, projections, and 
more audience involvement from moment 
they enter front gate with carnival fun fair, 
amusement arcade, guest orators, and 
Harold Muggins appealing for support in 
environment slapped onto Unity Theatre 
by students from Bradford School of Art; 
late night shows after performances on 
r·days and Saturdays of poets, singers, 
shdrt plays, films, whatever com~s; 
di ussio(} on the alternative society; child· 
r fi 'S carnival processions through Camden. 
Unity Theatre is old, seedy left-wing 
theatre club near Kings Cross or Mornington 
Crescent tube stations. Good stage and 
auditorium, licensed bar, people don't 
know about it so hardly used, one of the 
assets of the Underground that should be 
developed. Run by committee, ineffective, 
needs people who want to get things done 
and just do them. Full membership gives 
right to take part in shows, vote and stand 
for election to management (£1 a year plus 
1/- joinin . 
The Unknown Soldier is on his way 
Watch out for 1be Unknown Soldier 
Pop and theatre combine superbly with 
The Unknown Soldier 
'Ibe Doors close with The Unknown Soldier 
The Doors and The Unknown Soldier We 
could be so Good Together 
Oruy John Peel plays The Unknown 
Soldier 
The Unknown Soldier will be in Britain 
from May 31st 
The Unknown Sol 'ct ill pn Elek a-
where else? 
The Day of ECLE T!O 
Neverthele s U ' TI n 
Elektra 
The first portable massager 
uniquely shaped to body 
contours. 
Scientifically designed shape-
no uncomfortable protruber-
an<;es- 1 X" x 7" -easy to 
keep clean- can be used with 
creams and oils- absolutely 
safe to use on any part of the 
body. De-luxe model, batteries 
included 80/- p & p included. 
From: 
Room3 
Pel/en Personal Products Ltd 
47 Muswe/1 Hill Broadway 
London N/0 
or send for details (free} of 
this and other products. 
stimulant personal 
massager 
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We shall attack, consistently, every 
kind of bureaucratic humbug t)lat 
believes that "They" should control 
"Us". HELP wants participation demo-
cracy, at all levels. And a genuine 
belief in people. Not shadow-boxing 
and public relations. 
We're backing the underdog. The 
squeezed-out, unaffluent, not-politically-
important minorities. The mentally 
sick. The gypsies. The handicapped. 
We're looking at protest groups because 
they are the Davids in a Goliath society. 
They have the sniff of truth for what's 
wrong. Perhaps because they have no 
power and money. 
In 10 years more cause groups have been 
formed in Britain than in any other 
decade in our history. From Consumers 
Associations to Shelter, from Child 
Poverty Action to Stansted. Draw your 
own conclusions. 
We see HELP as a movement. A gather-
' ing of people who care. We will use 
volunteers. Pool information. Try and 
act as some kind of publishing ombuds-
man. 
We see HELP developing a computer 
service to readers, publishing subsidiary 
material to the order and interests of the 
individuals and groups working with us. 
HELP staff are young. And they are 
sick and tired of the cynicism they have 
inherited. Not just in politics. In just 
about everything, 
r;~dN~-;~;;;;;.-------------~----~
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Please let me have a copy. I'd like to see it. ! 
Name: 1 
Address : 
We will send you a copy, plus subscription form for £3.3.0d. If you 
don't like it, you don't pay. 
Send to : 2 Arundel Street, London WC2. 
Do you want extra copies to rope in your friends? If so, say how 
many in the box. We'll pay £1 to any group you nominate for 
every subscription that comes via you. 
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From John Wilcock's 'Other Scenes' 
Andy Warhol is alive and well. He's sitting 
up in his room at New York's Columbus 
Hospital. reading magazines, unable to 
talk to anybody. Despite bullets in his 
head and chest he'll be fine. Meanwhile. 
Grove Press goes ahead with plans to 
publish his novel, "Twenty Four Hours" 
in the fall . 
Having produced the ultimate in deadpan 
paintings, the totally static movie, a pop 
group that wanders offstage while feed-
back entertains the audience and pop-up) 
book that can't be read so much as looked 
at, Warhol has now turned his attention to 
tape recording. "Twenty Four Hours" is an 
untouched taped record of 24 hours in the 
life of Andy (carrying the NOrelco tape 
recorder), Ondine, articulate star of Chelsea 
Girls and other movies (who does most of 
the talking) and whoever they run into on 
their serendipitous journeys around Man-
hattan. It sounds revealing- but isn't . 
To the average reader, in fact, the book 
might as well be in code. To start with, 
Andy is referred to throughout as Orella 
or "0" , short for the nickname 'Cinderella' , 
known only to intimates. Ondine is clearly 
identified and some of the Warhol gang 
or friends (Gerard Malanga, Billy Name, 
Paul Morrissey, Steve Schorr, Jonas Mekas, 
Allen Ginsberg, Ed Sanders) are featured by 
name, but how many people are going to 
identify references to or by Taxine, the 
Duchess, the Mayor, Billy Bedroom, Norman 
or 'the number one artist' 7 
As for subject matter, it shifts almost every 
sentence in a surrealistic manner that 
resembles James Joyce more than anything 
else. It's important to remember that the 
book is documentary-god knows, it's 
surely too freaky to have been made up. 
X 
Despite their clamorous indignation about 
our liberties, Tory MPs are taking great 
care that the case of Sir Frederick Craw-
ford, the Rhodesian who lost his British 
passport, doesn't get pushed to the point 
of an actual investigation. For they know 
as well as everybody in Rhodesia that 
Sir F and his wife are pillars of Rhodesian 
reaction,. as long as it makes mon(Jy. 
His wife, an obsessive busybody, is even 
more famous than the Queen Mother for 
monumentally unfortunate remarks, and 
dining at the Crawfords is gracious living 
indeed: 1 black servant per guest on 
informal occasions, 3 blacks per guest on 
formal occasions. It's no secret in Salis-
bury that Sir F was over here to arrange 
a big, devious, sanctions-busting deal in 
asbestos and tobacco. But the whole Tory 
line on Rhodesia confirms that, where 
Tory loyalty is concerned, class ('kith and 
kin' being the smooth phrase) comes first, 
the Queen a very poor second, and the 
rest of us, nowhere. 
Goodluck to the Manchester Arts 
Laboratory, which opened on 
June22nd. 
Congratulations to John Hopkins 
and Suzy Creamcheese on their 
marriage trip. 
Hilary Barrow and Adrian Rifkin 
are helping form a White Peoples 
Association to promote the aims 
of Black Power and help black 
people. They plan day nurseries 
in Notting Hill, cottages in the 
country for orphaned children, 
films, plays, dances and summer 
events. Anyone interested write 
to Hilary c/o OZ. 
a 
Thank you everyone who helped 
so generously with the OZ benefit 
We're sorry about the girl who 
rang us weeping over the explod-
ing parrot ("Everyone else was 
laughing . . . it was horrible") and 
for the man who freaked out when 
the mercenaries freaked in for the 
crucifixion scene. 
The World's Most Boring Man had 
over 40 customers; some of whom 
competed with him; and the 
World's Longest Joke Teller is 
droning on to this day. The girl 
wrestlers were sexy, cruel 
dedicated, deliciously young and 
are coming back for more on 
June 30. Yes; we're having 
another one at Middle Earth next 
Sunday. It will be wilder, more 
unexpected totally integrated, 
and dangerous. Come. It will 
make our first one seem like a 
nursery party. 
Meanwhile; warm thankyous to 
The Pink Floyd, Pretty Things, 
Social Deviants, Blonde on Blonde, 
Alexis Korner, Miss Kelly, The 
Flamingoes, Louise, Buzby Loyd, 
John Peel, Jeff Dexter, Carolyn 
Coon, Transcendental Aurora (The 
Light Show), fan Knight, Jeff 
Shaw, Sean Kelly, Peter the pop· 
corn man, Sebastian Jorgensen, 
Michael Newman, Bruce Beresford, 
Felix Dennis, the Mercenaries, 
Dave Hausman, Paul Waldman, 
Middle Earth, Michael Ramsden, 
Tony Crerar and the Human 
Family, David Spode and every-
one else who helped OZ at Middle 
Earth. 
Some who couldn't make it to 
Middle Earth sent a donation 
instead. We've added a section to 
the subscription coupon for the 
convenience of any other philan-
thropists. The Black Dwarf has 
a sweet old Scottish lady (she 
sent them £1000), Private Eye 
has celebrities, IT has a lovely 
banker's son, but OZ, dear readers, 
has only you. 
A few weeks ago Mr Tom Morton 
was arrested and roughed-up out-
side the Royal Courts of Justice 
for distributing a pamphlet 
entitled The Crown of England 
and the Throne Stinks of the 
Corruption of Her Majesty's 
Judges. 
Under the sub heading; The 
Palaces of Perjured Jt.dicial 
Ponces, Mr Morton alleges, 
among other things: "That 
I was brought to secret trial by 
the Director of Public Prosecutions, 
on false charges and false evidence, 
designed to deprive me of my 
freedom of speech, In order to 
protect Judge . . . , whom he 
knew to be criminally corrupt . .. " 
Under another heading; Your 
Majesty's Judges are Posturing, 
Petrified Pestilential, Perjured 
Pimps; Mr Morton calls for a 
public inquiry into his case on 
the grounds that the Judiciary 
cannot try a charge against itself. 
Mr Morton 's contempt for the 
legal profession derives from the 
mis-handling of his divorce pro· 
ceedings in 1953 and he has 
been fighting the law ever since. 
In 1964 he produced a 350,000 
word book single handedly, on 
an electric duplicator,entitled 
" Treason by Dilhorne and His 
Corrupt Judges Hilbery Salmon 
and Rawlins" which is the com· 
plate story of a marriage, narra· 
tive accounts snd the official 
records of tqe " corrupt and 
~xtraordinary" le I proceedings 
which folio d. He hilS since 
persisted with 11 seritts of 
pamphlets written in trllditional 
inflammatory style which h 
has distributed himself m strat-
egic areas. The penultimate 
paragraph in one p11mphlet 
reads: 
As an artist, I grNtly admi'* 
Your Majesty Like PMny of my 
fellow citiz , I w filled with 
pride, wh you ptlllrf/d In 
F ranee ,. y•n llfiO, looking 
beautifli/11nd tplendld, befo,. •n 
official t»nqwt. We •II know 
you to I» the very p•nonlfatlon 
of chitJIIIry •nd honour, but 
your j dpN h..,e piKed th• 
filth o perjury •nd supp,.,on 
into r mouth. A ptii'IOn who 
comm U /)Mjury Bpitl In the 
face of God. In condoning 
these ~ crlmet~, th•t II 
what your Judt/111 h•ve done In 
your ,. lltld until you IPit 
this f1 th out In their f.:., you 
defile h...,., end mu•t be 
kno •· The Perjur.ct Queen. 
on 
pea 
DZ has flO opinion •bout W(lat 
he says; t defendl 10 the last 
column inCh, the fllllr ith 
tch he .. ,. /t Ho! O! 
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William Morris craftsman poet and 
political writer ho asserted revolu tton· 
ary social change against the dominan t 
Fabian reformism. 
In one word, you reproach us with intend· 
mg to do away with your property. 
Prec1sely so; that IS just what we intend. 
Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx 
ut only under cart· 
he become a slave. 
e cotton is a machine 
to weave cotto11, ut only under certain 
s t become capital. Separ· 
conditions it is as little 
capital ld, in itself is money or sugar 
is the r"ce of sugar. 
Das K pita/, Karl Marx 
i ect contrast to German philosophy, 
hich descends from heaven to earth, 
er w ascend from earth to heaven. 
That is to say, we do not set out from 
what men say, Imagine, or conceive, nor 
from wh t has been said, thought, imag· 
ined, or conceived of men, in order to 
arrive at en in the flesh. We begin with 
real, active men, and from their real life-
process show the development of the 
t eological reflexes and echoes of this 
life-pro~ . The phantoms of the human 
brain also are necessary sublimates of 
men's material l1fe-process, which can be 
empirically established and which is 
bound tom terial preconditions. Morality, 
relig1on, metaphysics, and other ideolog· 
ies, and their corresponding forms of 
consciousness, no longer retain therefore 
The best laws that England hath are their appeara ce of autonomous existence. 
yokes and nacles, tying one sort of They have no history, no development; 
people to b slaves 10 another. it is men, wh() , in developing their mater· 
• . . let the gentry have their enclo r ial production and their material inter· 
and waste 1 nds set free to them from all course, change, along with this their real 
ing lords of m n ---~·existence, their thinking and the pro ucts 
Co of t · i ing. Life is not deter med 
by onsciousness, but consciou ness by 
li e. 
question of theory but is practical 
question. In practice man must prove the 
truth, that is, the reality and power, the 
this-sidedness of his thinking. The dispute 
over the reality or non-reality of thinking 
which is isolated from practice is a purely 
scholastic question. 
The materialist doctrine that men are 
products of circumstances and upbring· 
ing, and that, therefore, changed men are 
products of other circumstances and 
changed upbringing, forgets that it is men 
that change circumstances and that the 
educator himself needs educating .•. The 
coincidence of the changing of c1rcum· 
stances and of human activity can be con· 
ceived and rationally understood only as 
revolutionary practice. 
Social life is essentially practical. All 
mysteries which mislead theory to mysti· 
cism find their rat1onal solution in 
human practice and in the comprehension 
of th1s practice. 
The philosophers have only interpreted 
the world in various ways; the point, how· 
ever, is to change it. 
Theses on Feuerbach, Karl Marx 
1818·1883, German revolutionary social· 
ist. Exiled in Paris and later to London 
where he died. Founder of the First 
International, co-author of the Commun· 
ist Manifesto and wrote Das Kapital. 
A narrow empiricism denies that a fact 
does not really become a fact except in 
the course of an elaboratiOn according to 
a method. It finds 1n each factor, in each 
statistiC, in each factum brutum of 
economic life, an important fact . It does 
not understand that the simplest enumera· 
tion of 'facts', their stringing together 
without any commentary, is already an 
interpretation, that at this stage the facts 
are already examined from a point of 
view, a method, that they have been 
abstracted from the context of life in 
wh1ch they were found and introduced 
into a theory ... 
When one faces ituation where the 
exact knowl •dge f society becomes, for 
a class, t e immed ate condition of ' ts 
self·af irmation in truggle; wh , for 
t class, self·conSc1ousn of society; 
when this class is, hro gti its conscious-
ness, both of the subject and object of 
consc•ousness, then the theory is an 
immediate, direct and adequate relation 
to the process of the soc1al revolution, then 
the unity of theory and practice, that pre-
condition of the revolutionary function 
of theory, becomes possible. 
0..: 
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You are wrestling with the Enemies of 
the human Race, not for yourself merely, 
for you may not see the full Day of 
Liberty, but for the Child hanging at the 
Breast. 
Instructions of the London Correspond· 
ing Society to i~ travelling delegates 1796 
WITH REGARD to a false interpretation 
of our enterprise, stupidly circulated 
among the public, WE DECLARE as 
follows to the entire braying literary, 
dramatic, philosophical, exegetical and 
even theological body of contemporary 
criticism : 
1) We have nothing to do with literature. 
But we are quite capable, when necessary, 
of making use of it like anyone else. 
2) Surrealism is not a new means of 
expression, or an easier one, nor even a 
metaphysics of poetry. It is a means of 
total liberation of the mind and all that 
resambles it 
3) We are determined to make a 
Revolution . 
4) We have joined the word surrealism to 
the word revolution solely to show the 
disinterested, detached, and even entirely 
desperate character of this revolution. 
5) We make no claim to change the mores 
of mankind, but we intend to show the 
fragility of thought, and on what shifting 
foundations, what caverns we have built 
our trembling housas. 
6) We hurl this formal warning to Society : 
Beware of your deviations and faux·pas, 
we shall not miss a single one. 
7) At each turn of its thought, Society 
will find us waiting. 
8) We are specialists in Revolt. There is 
no means of action which we are not 
capable, when necessary, of employing. 
9) We say in particular to the Western 
world, surrealism exists. And what is 
this new ism that is fastened to us? 
Surrealism is not a poetic form. It is a 
cry of the mind turning back on itself, 
and it is determined to break apart its 
fetters, even if it must be by material 
hammers! 
The Surrealist Declaration of 27th Jan 
1925. Signatories included Aragon, 
Artaud, Breton, Eluard, Ernst and 
Oueneau. 
"One must dream," said Lenin. "One 
must act," said Goethe. Surrealism has 
never maintained anything else, for 
practically all its efforts have tended to-
wards the dialectical resolution of this 
question. 
Position Politique de Surrealisme, 1935 . 
Both feeling and reason degenerated in 
the age of capitalism when that age was 
drawing towards its end, and entered into 
a bad, unproductive conflict with each 
other. But the rising new class and those 
who fight on its side are concerned with 
feeling and reason engaged in productive 
conflict. Our feelings impel us towards 
the maximum effort of reasoning, and 
our reason purifies our feelings. 
Bertold Brecht 1898-1956. Marxist 
poet and dramatist 
The working class must carry out all 
these changes in the area of political, 
social and economic relations in order to 
realize its own class interest, which is 
the command over its own labour and its 
products. Is this program realistic? 
With the initial step toward its realization-
making the enterprise independent-the 
working class would create the conditions 
for adapting production to needs, eliminat· 
ing all waste of the economic surplus and 
the proper use of the intensive factors of 
economic growth. The same would be 
carried out by the technocracy, the 
difference being that the production goal 
of the working class is consumption by 
many, not the luxury consumption of 
privileged strata. That is why workers' 
control of production would assure the 
most radical resolution of the contradiction 
between an expanded productive potent· 
ial and the low level of social consumption 
which impedes economic growth today. 
The workers separate class interest coin· 
cides with the economic interests of the 
mass of low-paid white collar employees 
and of the small and medium holders in 
the countryside. In their combined num-
bers, they are the overwhelming majority 
of the rural and urban population. Since 
the slavery of the working class is the 
essential source of the slavery of other 
classes and strata, by emancipating itself, 
the working class also liberates the whole 
of society. 
To liberate itself, it must abolish the pol· 
itical police; by doing this it frees the 
whole of society from fear and dictator· 
ship. 
It must abolish the regular army and 
liberate the soldier in the barracks from 
nightmarish oppression; 
It must introduce a multi-party system, 
providing political freedom to the whole 
society; 
It must abolish preventive censorship, 
introduce full freedoms of the press, of 
scholarly and cultural creativity, of 
formulating and propagating various 
trends of social thinking. It will thereby 
liberate the writer, artist, scholar and 
journalist; it will create, on the widest 
possible scale, conditions for the free 
fulfillment by the intelligentsia of its 
proper social function; 
It must subject the administrative appara-
tus to the permanent control and super· 
vision-of democratic organizations, 
changing existing relationships within 
that apparatus. Today's common civil 
servant will become a man free of humili-
ating dependence on a bureaucratic hier-
archy; 
It must assure the peasant control over 
his product, as well as economic, social 
and political self-government. It will 
thereby change the peasant from the 
eternal, helpless object of all power into 
an active citizen sharing in making 
decisions which shape his life and work. 
An Open Letter to the Party by 
Jacek Kuron and Karol Modzelewski 
Both these polish revolutionary socialis~ 
are in jail as a result of cirulating this 
document. Street fighting by young 
Poles in Warsaw this year originated in 
protest against the imprisonment 
This is a sad reality : Vietnam-a nation 
representing the aspirations, the hopes 
of a whole world of forgotten peoples-
is tragically alone. This nation must 
endure the furious attacks of US 
technology, with practically no possibil· 
ity of reprisals in the South and only 
some of defence in the North-but al-
ways alone. 
The solidarity of all progressive forces of 
the world towards the people of Vietnam 
today is similar to the bitter irony of the 
plebians coaxing on the gladiators in the 
Roman arena. It is not a matter of 
wishing success to the victim of aggres-
sion, but of sharing his fate ; one must 
accompany him to his death or to 
victory . 
Che Guevara 1928- 1967, Message to the 
Havana Tricontinental 1967 
The International of Crime and Treason 
exists, the present task is to create an 
international of Resistance and Solidarity. 
We must leave our dreams and abandon 
our old beliefs and friendships of the 
time before life began. Let us waste no 
time in sterile litanies and nauseating 
mimicry. Leave this Europe where they 
are never done talking of Man, yet 
murder men everywhere they find them, 
at the corner of every one of their own 
streets, in all corners of the globe. 
For centuries they have stifled almost 
the whole of humanity in the name of a 
so-called spiritual experience. Look at 
them today swaying between atomic and 
spiritual disintegration. 
The Wretched of the Earth, by Frantz 
Fanon 1925-1961. Born in Martinique, 
Fanon was a doctor who became the 
leading thinker of the Algerian Revolu· 
tion. He died of leukaemia. 
The Government have referred the GLC 
rent increases to the Prices & Incomes 
Board. Tenants should be under no 
illusions that this is going to mean any-
thing other than a postponement or 
slight adjustment, of the rent increases. 
Petitions and lobbies will only have the 
same effect. 
In the last' resort only a rent strike by 
GLC tenan~ will effectively stop th(! 
rent increases; otherwise they will go 
through. Lobbies and petitions 
which are not backed by strike action 
will be largely ignored. 
If the GLC rent scheme is going to be 
stopped this will not be done by Parlia-
ment or the Labour councillors at County 
Hall. 
IT WILL ONLY BE DONE BY THE 
TENANTS THEMSELVES THROUGH 
THEIR OWN RESOLUTION, ACTION 
AND ORGANISATION. 
Not a Penny on the Rents.. A leaflet of 
the GLC Tenan~ Action Committee 
Moralists of the Anglo-Saxon type, in 
so far as they do not confine themselves 
to rationalist utilitarianism, the ethics 
of bourgeois bookkeeping, appear to be 
conscious or unconscious students of 
Viscount Shaftesbury, who-at the 
beginning of the eighteenth centuryl-
deduced moral judgements from a 

David Widgerv 
1 968 would be as good a year as 
any for the liberal intelligentsia to 
start taking politics seriously. Let's , 
for example, pretend that the Met-
ropolitan Police are the Wehrmacht 
and the dockers are breaking the 
windows of all the Indian restaur-
ants in Ge"ard Street. OrtWe 
could make believe in the National 
Conservative administration of 
19 71, the first shot striker and the 
Student Problem. Or perhaps the 
meat porters do find out that it's 
the bankers and not the blacks. 
Either way the elaborate parlour 
games of most of our political 
ellectuals could be broken up 
fast by the realities of a world 
ession, concentrated economic 
political power and eroded 
ratic institutions. 
Fleet Street's chain of fools and 
their allies in the university have 
told us for years that the class 
gle didn't exist or wasn't needed any 
more or that it was our business to 
be on the other side of the ba"icad-
es anyway. When the students in 
Germany talked about overturning 
capitalism, they patronised them 
and put the rebels on the front of 
their glossies like cavemen painted 
mastodons to show their mastery. 
When it happened in France, they 
talked of its 'style' and how we 
have a middle tier of oppression so 
it can't happen here. And when !t 
does happen here and maybe its no 
longer chic but brutal and muddy 
and 'the rubbish is burning and 
Ha"ods is looted, they will not 
still see it's about revolution and 
socialism and that for us all else is 
folly. The nice people will have to 
choose then between those who 
honked their, horns around the 
Champs Elysee and shouted 'Cahn professioflals ofTriitrport House 
Bendit to Dachau' and accurately are wielding the d@9i/ :weig of a 
'Liberate' ou11 factories' and the party defin by t/teJQbsence of 
workers marching in the PlaCe de miUtants or ofri!b1 ftength from 
Ia Bastille with the clothes they the class sociali~js all about. 
have stood beside machines in all In fact the studmts' emphasis on 
their life. And if that's already teo opposition outsiifi'PIJrliament.is a 
much like cliche. then you 'Pe af. precise expresstqn Qf, the options 
ready chosen your side. tbfor us open to serious ~fllalists in the face 
we should have chosen /ohg izfo. of the mift to tli~ 'Hllit which social 
For until this struggle against c~ democracy and Ell!l'qpcan commun-
italism and for popular power is ism has made over the last 20 years. 
finished, we remain in this log jam Coalition social a¥tiWt:racy has ab-
at the middle of the century slung andoned even its11erlxU claims to 
as Arnold wrote, "between one equality and social't'eform, the 
world dead and the other still pow- rhetoric of Wilson, IJrandt, Mollet 
erless to be born '
1
• 1/J,~;:_;i~~F;;;;;~~~~~( a:nd: for that matter Sik 
At least while the ~ is now thoroughly 
pla,nni~w_'tM.._ technical and 
no 
and 
The 
~~~C==~:Zi:~~:~~: the leaders of the pleasure too often on u to the leather chair 
Capita~ for us still to be crying of the Kremlin to complain about 
rape. But the rewards of collabo'f- their worktrs over vodka aperitifs; 
ation with capital have not been the coutious and 'responsible' beh-
adequate to buy mass support with at,iour of the Moscow Narodny 
wages and domestic booms and Bank Ltd. in tidiiig oyer the last two 
Labour-has been without mas$ gold crises. 
support for 4 years now. But over 
the last two years even those party 
activists who remained havt been 
finally sickened away fromiJ'OHtlcs 
and gone back to "Gardeners' 
Question Time" and nitld aM bitter. 
Increasingly suitable undemOCIYltk 
IS. 


18. 
What is at the back of this urgency. 
what makes the anger last and dPep-
en is the ho"or which must happen 
every day to maintain the US occup-
ation of South Vietnam and the fin 
al ho"or which comes from the 
realisation the Vietnams w1ll be rep 
eated until the US z~ either a ffJrtrer~ 
in mutiny or so over-extended that 
the [mal reckoning comes. But stu· 
dents response i~ nnt JUSt the cont 
r-711pt th'lt anv person with a sense 
()/ n e11ning must feel 0ver the 
mouth lisws of LBJ, Brown's 
righterms h1 ·pncrisy and WiNon 's 
diatribes written in the Pentagon. 
It is not only the weli chronicled. 
familiar. glutinous lies, the genae· 
id to save a civilisation, human· 
itie~ IncenderJJel, the fragment-
ation bomb of freedom. The mir· 
ror Vietnam holds up to the West 
ilbl711znat ~ preci~elv those myths 
that are at the centre of the status 
quo, the absence of class struggle, 
th inevitability of economic 
gro'tl.-th and thus increase in liv· 
inf: ~tawlards, the post colonial 
powers' be~in international int· 
entvms. 
International capitalism has ob· 
/igPd the triple anniversa1) of 
Marx with a life-scale deri!Onstrat-
ian fJ( precisely why it cannot 
make the world liveable for its 
people. It is not just the war in 
Vu tnam, but the needs of an 
economy which makes Vietnam 
the rule rather than the exception 
an economy'stabahzed'only by 
h1gh unemployment and massive 
defence related expenditure, a 
svstem required to police the 
neo-colonial empire that it has, at 
lwst for a few more years yet, to 
expropriate ewnomically and 
sr-tpervise politically. America, 
that fine citadel of democracy, 
ner.ds its guns and buttresses; to 
get them Tam Paine must be bound 
naked to the stake of militarism 
As the late Isaac Deutcher, whose 
magnificent witness against the new 
barbarism alongside Sartre and Russ· 
ell was an mitial inspiration to the 
m(!Vement which has grown up 
across Europe to defeat the A mer· 
icans in Vietnam, wrote: 
"About 60 years ago Rosa Luxem· 
burg predicted that one day militar-
ism would become the driving 
fnrce of the capitalist economy but 
even her forecast pales before the· 
facts". 
The helplessness of Wilson even to 
make a formal diplomatic break 
with America (and thus the help· 
le~sness of those on the Left whose 
sole aim wa~ to pressure,fiim into 
dissociation) illuminated the nature 
of our sat elitism to the needs of im· 
perialism as clearly as the bankers 
budget, the gratuitous cuts say in 
the NHS for the foreign audience, 
and the shows of'toughness' indi-
cate the helplessness of national 
capitalist planning with capital 
international and i"ational. 
The world's on fire; all Wilson 
can offer is the nudging and antici-
pation of backward British capital-
ism into mergers, investment and 
what is known as technological 
advance. The ca"ot is his grim ded-
ication to the task of depressing 
living standards to a level at which 
even British business cannot help 
but become more competitive in 
the bitter conflict over the dwind-
ling growth (perhaps even an abso 
lute decrease in '68) margin of 
world trade. The political drive 
towards ~tate capitalism makes 
sense to Maudling and Shore as 
well as Robbins and is resisted 
ma· y by small CBI firms. Its 
main political implication is the 
increased induction of the higher 
levels of the trade union bureau roc· 
racy into the state planning mach· 
inery and then the use of the uni· 
ons themselves to discipline their 
own rank and file. The TUC lead· 
ers find themselves wandering the 
comdors of power without entry 
to any of the doors of control and 
having abandoned even the notion 
of a militant rankqhd file<an their 
journey to the top. 
In the fifties, it proved easier for 
much of British business to pay 
wage drift rather than fight it and 
union officialdom was able to acc-
limatise to relatively automatic re· 
form ism from above. But the con· 
ditions which underlie the Gold 
Crisis mark the end of this era; 
wage increase must be fought and 
won in conditions which inevitably 
link the industrial to the politicaL 
It is in this promising situation and 
in the opportunities it provides for 
attacking the fact and the politics 
of freezism, that student socialists 
have tried to find a footing. But 
as the aprons and boots in St. Step· 
hens Yard suggest, there is no guar-
antee provided that the turbulence 
and disillusionment within the 
union rank and file will turn to the 
left, although similar vacuums in 
Germany, France and US have led 
to important achievements for the 
revolutionary left. What is clear is 
that the Labour Party's roots in the 
working class are withered in the 
air; the MP's and intellectuals who 
remain must feel a~ far away (rom 
the young people who proudly carry 
NLF flags, as they do from the 
workers who are no longer ashamed 
to shout Keep Britain White. 
As the traffic to Xanadu thins, it 
OI/Eht to become Clearer which of 
the new orientalists are moved to 
ask or answer any serious political 
questions. But in the USA the gen-
erous dreamings of the acid left has 
been overtaken by reality, hippies 
give away food but negroes take ref 
rigeratorsl , ·and will hopefully leave 
the induction centres, police stations 
and tenements in ashes. Ginsberg did 
drink the water of the Ganges and he 
did have dysentry for a month after-
wards. The intelligensia seem happy 
enough treading .the water of the 
Mall palaces, content in the know-
ledge that we live in a world ofvio-
lently interacting bourgeoi~ bric-a-
brac. To paraphrase Buechner. the 
whole thing makes you realise how 
much more important is a single bu~-. 
man on strike than five thousand 
critics campa~f[ning to !ega lise pubic 
hair. 
What, on the other hand character-
ises the political militants is a strong 
sense of the impotence of seminar 
socialism marxist hash evenings and 
all the complicated rationalisations 
of the liberal intelligentsia~ which ulti-
mately serve to limit all activity to 
discussion and contain all discussion 
within the magic circles of the acad-
ernic middle class. It has made them 
wary even of the photogenic strugg· 
les within the university. Fm: the 
result of such militancy is ustwlly 
the collaboration within a few com-
mittees on the herbaceous border 
dfpower where a large amount of 
time is spent comparing the students 
white with the administrations black 
and settling on a negotiated charc-
oal. 
Those who are serious are increas-
ingzv aware that the universities 
and the technical wing of tli.e bin-
ary system are essentially there, 
enlarged or othenvise, to provide 
specified amounts of predictable 
skills to the medium levels, to a 
given industrial system It is 
this system and the ways of 
changing it which finally con-
cern us; the JCR 's are voting 
their money to the picket line not 
the pantomime, students spend 
as much time with Tenants Assoc-
iations as with their tutors, the 
spectre is still haunting Europe 
but its banners this tim read; 
'Today the students, tomorrow 
the workers~ Unnoticed by the 
whispering gallery of the London 
Left, students and workers are 
making growing contacts, gain-
ing mutual self respect and through 
their activity and their experience 
of it retrieving something from the 
husks of Wilsonism. 
To wait for revolutiOn by Mao 
or Che or comprehen~il'e ~chonls 
or BBC 2 is to play the l'iulin w!Jilu 
the Titanic goe~ down, for zf 
socialists don't take their theory 
back into the working class there 
are others who will. 
Similarlv the solidarity with our 
German and French comrades wa~ 
not ju~·t a 1•icarious gesture, but 
because we know our struggle is 
integral(v linked to theirs and that 
we both face and are m•ercoming 
Pery similar problems. The spirit 
in which tht stuaents of Europe in-
creasing(!' collaborate and meet 
politzcallv specifl ally one of 
socialist internationalism, not the 
renuug m of the f o urth Internation-
al nor the furniture of international 
'tal in ism Ol' the dining clubs of 
.uropean social dem Jcracy but 
rather the invisible international 
which the great revolutionary 
VictorS rge wrote of. 
It represent~ he beginning of a 
re<;avery o.f e tradition of Eur-
opean r~volu ionary socialism and 
lhe aclivisf heart of Marxism with-
m z tis no accident that Luxe -
bourganaLiebkneeht were th a es 
paraded in the German streets anii 
Trotsky's face that the studen ts pin-
ned across the court-yards of the 
Sorbonne. The rifle butt and tile 
canal .for Luxembourg, the ice axe 
for Trotsky .and the,Pzstol for Dut-
sche, these are different weapons 
of different ruling classes. 
The message of this last year is 
that their imperatives are being 
taken up again in the cockpit of 
Europe. 
l"\ . 
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by Angelo Quattrocchi 
Last day of May. 
Hopes are crumbling around us, we 
have lived a successful rebellion, a 
farled revolution. 
Now: rage, impotence, bewilderment. 
Images of workers goiog back to the 
same factories, owned by the same 
caprtal. 
Early morning. The factory gates opens 
and sucks them in, as before, as always. 
They sell tlieir labour, they buy heir 
bread. 
We have gone the full circle . 
The red and black flags still wave at the 
Sorbonne, at the Odeon. Hostages of a 
dream, defenceless. 
Feverishly, the frail hands of the 
students prepare for the world to come, 
amidst the ruins of a working class 
betrayed by its leaders, the Trade 
Unions and the Communist Party. 
For decades those leaders have skit-
fully bargained for crumbs, and in so 
doing lost aims and will. 
The paving stones wrote improbable 
poems which lasted fulminating 
seconds. 
Calcinated cars, scars, fumes, flames, 
flares. 
Kids running and trembling and 
running and throwing stones apd being 
hit, for having discovered they exist. 
Nights of the long knives. Barricades 
which changed the pages of history, 
pages turned at unparalleled speed. 
People stood to be counted, each 
according to his dreams fighting his 
ghosts, against blue slowly moving 
barriers of ancie11t force a: i brutality: 
the faceless arm of CapitaL 
We now commit to paper, after ~he re-
volution which ls lost and before the 
one which has ~o come, the words of 
hate for old and new enemies, the 
words of hope for new minds and 
young consciences. 
Riddles, .examples. co rage. The yoi,Jng 
fight better. 
More t\) hope, less-to fear. In a revolu-
tion you risk your life to save your 
soul. 
A revolution is totat or Is nothing. 
<2.. 
Everything in the melting pot. 
Students take over the Universities. 
Workers take over the factories. 
Students want to run the Universities. 
Workers want to run the factories. 
To each accordmg to his dreams. 
The young girl who is not allowed out 
after eleven is a bloodstained pu II over 
lit by the barricades in flame, in rue 
. Gay Lussac. The May Commune. 
The three red fridays: 
the 3rd, when the police invaded the 
Sorbonne, 
the 10th, the nrght of the student's 
barricades; 
the 24th, the night of the riots, when 
the Stock Exchange burned for long 
minutes. 
The three red fridays, red with flames 
and blood, but in the tatter part of the 
night black, dark with fear and 
savagery. 
Students and workers and innocents 
pay. In the police stations the skulls 
crack, limbs are torn, broken, 
faces beaten to a pulp. 
Silhouettes squashed against street-
doors, dark upon dark, 
while the sirens run through the con-
quered streets. 
Shame, misery, vulgarity. 
The spasms of a class in agony, a class 
which pays the mercenaries to maim 
its own children, who have suddenly 
learned to think. 
When the workers joined the students 
the walls were crying the revolution 
could win, against the old logic of the 
tired masters, against the tired horses 
of marxist faith. 
The revolution was feeding itself, 
escalating madly and remorselessly, 
because there was victory in every 
defeat. 
In the Latin Quarter, the end-products 
of the factories were used to build 
barricades. It was like trying to stop 
the flow of the river. But then it 
happened at the source, with the 
occupation of the factories. The re-
bellion had become a revolution. 
We state here, against the manipulators 
of our truths, that this has been a 
spontaneous rebellion, followed by a 
spontaneous revolution, slowed, 
harassed and finally brought to the halt 
not by the enemy, but by those who 
should have lead us, and betrayed us. 
It has been confronted by the tradi-
tional powers of darkness, the strong-
arm of Capital. 
And that is as it should be. 
But darkness has found new allies: the 
parties of the Left, the Communist 
Party traitor to its cause, and the 
Trades Unions, which assumed the rolt 
of the polrce ot the worktng class. 
Two old aims. More bread and the 
overthrow of the capitalist system. For 
the first, the Trade Unions • 
For the second, the Communist Party. 
A century goes by. The communist 
Union CGT wants more money, 
nothing else. 
The Communist party wants order, at 
all costs. 
Two hundred young workers occupy 
the first Renault factory, in the middle 
of the night (when their police the 
CGT- isn't around). In a few hours 
the fire spreads to the country, in 
three days there are nine million 
striker . The country is at a standstill. 
But the CGT asks only for money, 
keeps the students out of the factories, 
chokes the movement. 
The middle classes hoard food and 
tremble behind closed shutters, in 
country houses. The government howls, 
a powerless hyena. De Gaulle calls for a 
referendum and is ignored. 
The army is indifferent. 
Then, the realization. No money, no 
transport, the food is there onlY be-
cause the workers have decided to 
bring i to the towns. Electricity is 
there only because the workers want it. 
The country is immobilized,breathless. 
It's time for takeover. Start running the 
factories, providrng the essential ser-
vices. Worker's control, workers' 
councils Now. Now. 
The CGT and the Communist Party 
prevent it. 
They threaten, appeal to reason, cheat, 
lie. The workers have taken over with-
out them, in spite of them. Butthey say 
they are not ready, they ask for a bit 
more money. And De Gau lie goes to 
see his Generals, pleads for their help, 
brings in the army and his fascist allies. 
It's election or civil war. The CGT and 
Communist Party back down. It's the 
end, the end of the first epidosde. 
Burn, Saint Michel, burn ! · 
Rue Gay Lussac is in flames. The tear-
gas burns eyes and lungs, plastic helmets 
are handy, three cars are enough to 
block a street. A street is a battle, the 
paving stones are the same. The second 
Frer:rch revolution, the same stones. 
Thanks to them, and thanks to the 73 
comrade trees which consolidated the 
barricades, and were burned by the 
enemy's grenades. And thanks to 
those people of the Latin Quarter who 
didn't dare to come out but at least 
threw us food that night we waited for 
hours on the barricades, before the 
attack. 
Thanks to the people who gave refuge 
to the students chased by the riot 
police, whose batons aim at he face 
and the crutc . o hings they do not 
have. 
And · h n the fa i t press 
and the fascis r t s who have un· 
willingly help,ed t h mov m nt by 
their constan I es. One spElc;i I mention 
for 'I' Hu rna te ' . organ of tHe French 
~ommunist Party, which has made 
clear to all t hat they are the fifth 
.«;;Q~f'IR.·of emy, in i e of their 
tradition and name. 
Oh yes ! New people have been born. 
Th y d not experience poverty, 
phy •c I hunger, only frustration for 
t r I ondition and contempt for 
n an u nwritten laws of 
absurdity. 
them up. First Renault, then Citroen, 
and Berliet, and Nord and Sud Aviation, 
where they bui ld the Concorde. Then 
the researchers and scientists came out, 
and all the rest, like an artichoke. 
Do the scientists want just rnore money? 
Oh brother, they all talk of direc:t de· 
mocracy. They talk of workers' and 
students' power. The old word 'com· 
rade' is resurrected by exalted 
teenagers and handed back as good as 
new to the workers. All the universities 
occupied, all the secondary schools 
occupied. Will the children occupy the 
family homes and demand control, or 
better, the abolition of the family 
altogether ? 
This is only the first episode of the 
second French revolution. Remember 
how many battles, riots, fights it took 
to ~liminate the aristocracy and to be· 
head the king ? 
This time it is the ~ople who want 
direct control against the system based 
on ownership of the means of produc· 
tion. The decisions are questioned at all 
levels by the people who produce. The 
producers, at alllevels1 from the work· 
ing class level to the technocratic level 
ask for the elimination of hierarchy 
and direct control of their concerns. 
They challenge not only the function· 
ing of the system but its very aims, and 
therefore its existence. The institutions 
bf the Left prevented the workers from 
transforming their strike committee~ 
into workers councils. At other levels, 
from the teachers to the scientists.., 
from the television men to the football 
players, they CO{ltested t~· eKiSting 
system and prepared blueprints for a 
only used paratroopers and certain 
specialized corps. The proof. De Ga~lle 
went to Germany to see General Ma 
the only one Who would have ep 
in to obtain amnesty for his old friends 
Qf the Algerian coup. And they bro4ght 
contingent from Corsica. The bulk of 
the army, soldiers and officers would 
have refused to be employed, let alone 
to fire on the strikers. 
And the Gaullists, the shopkeepers, 
the fascists 7 
They were there the day De Gaulle spoke 
and threatened, true, but very lew, 
only commandos would have been pre· 
pared to fight. The bourgeoisie does not 
come into the streets, it pays the police 
and the fascists to do that. They would 
have been drowned by the people. 
But the leaders of the Left took the 
ballot. 
Murder ! Murder ! Fire to the police 
stations, this is a time of hate and 
blindness. History forgive us who could 
not be kind, who had to be hateful in 
order to create kindness. 
11th of June. Two kids have died. 
No names, no sentiments, no time. 
Comrades, when shall we be able to 
sing again, in quietness and kindness ? 
Comrades, the gates of the factories are 
the gates of hell and of paradise, be· 
cause both hell and paradise are on 
earth. 
We must, and therefore we shall, we 
will trespass. 
Who will find the words to sing the 
Sorbonne besieged? The gony oi an 
era is agony of fles~ an<lblood it is 
screaming, pain, suffering. 
Words come before and after, only. , 
0 it ad to happen, the patter i old, 
to ell known. 
• direct control of their concerns. They 
an ot be stopped. And what t11ey 
want can only be done with a sUccesS· 
ful revolution. P<?wet, r ady to bathe l!S in b odd, 
union 
• pray its cards. 
The monarch flew to see his Gemerals, •T e conventional left backed do,wn. • 
pleade , won their support, flew bacR: 
and d cared war on the revoluti6h~ 1 ey started to bar i 1 0% of t e 
nd a tutely offerea the escape to the pl'esef\t ages anCI ld aU of our future. 
B t many satd no, he b smd no an 
-washing·mashine-conscious left: 
elections. the v.mgard o -t"'e fu re was left 
alan~ to stand and be broken. 
There was a choice to make, a choice 
between the bullet and the ballot, That The Renault workers and others. AAd 
evening after De Gaulle spoke, when the students, the bad conscience of 
the army took its positions around this society. 
Paris and at strategic points all over the The Sorbonne shudders, the bell of 
country. the .chapel has been heard last night, 
The leaders of the Left, chemists of calling its occupants to defend the 
sweat and crumbs, for decades preaching citadel. Pravda's and Figaro's rotatives 
revolution and teaching resignation said lie. Transistors ooze soothing music 
they would take the ballot, once again. and lies. But we have eaten the apple, 
It could have been a victory, it would we will be back to take the tree. 
have been a victory because there were 
nine million strikers on one side, and 
o ly ttl!! po ice force on the other. 
he army is made of peasant soldiers 
and student officers. They could have 
Your desires should come to C0!1scious· 
ness, your dreams will become realities, 
because this is a revolution. Not tot 
bread, not for comfort, but for all you 
juice 
agains~ the tear gas, the stones are dug 
up and passed from hand to hand and 
reach the barricade, where the defenders 
the 
Only the small-minded want better 
conditibns for themselves, and bugger 
the neighbour. 
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quickly. 
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Court ... Dope Sheet ... John 
Peel interview .... Letter from 
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land .•. Mcluhan's one: eyed king-
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lOB DYLAN 
ALBERT GROSSMAN 
108 NEUWIRTH 
JOAN BAEZ 
ALAN PRICE 
TITO BURNS 
DONOVAN 
DERROLL ADAMS 
The dialoeue below il....,. from ;Don ;t Look B.ck', • film 
of Dyten's tour in thit CCM.~ntry by 0 A ........... .,.. The full _. ..... -~ .. ___ by __ 
- Inc, 101 5Ch A-uo. - YO<tt. 10003. 
WID THREW THE &lASS 
II TIE mER ... 
Dylan's hotel room ...... parfy-Oono¥an lislen1, as one of 
Iris records ploys in background •• 
DY\AN from affoer si<J• ol ,_,., lweol<s in suddenly. 
Hey come on, I want to know~ that glass .... 
DYLAN What'd you do it for man? What'd you do it 
for, I mean, what'd you throw o gloss in the street lor? 
DRUNK I didn't throw a gloss in the street. 
DYLAN Well, show me the person that di<l it. If you 
don't have him here by the time I count to ten 
you beHe< toke the responsibility lor him. 
DRUNK All right. 
DYLAN All right-one, two, three, four, five, lix, seven, 
eight, nine, ten . .. you got him here? 
DRUNK No. 
DYLAN Hey, m9n, I'm not kidding. You think I'm kidding. 
He11 gonno clean vp thot gloss, man, or I'll 
clean it up. 
VOICE 111 clean up your glass, man. 
OONOV AN Hey, I' ll help you man. 
DRUNK I wouldn' t dean your .. . 
DARROLL ADAMS He's all right .. . he's ... 
DYlAN Hey, I bel;...· he'• all ri9ht, man. I believe 
he'~ all naht. Well, okay, I bel, .. it. . 
DatJNI( What? 
DYLAN I just didn't want that glass to hurt anybody. 
DRUNK h didn't. 
DYLAN Okay. 
Den:an.ark: street: 
London home ol agents and music publi~hers. Grossman 
sih in ollice ol Tito lurns, lr~islr Produclt1'. 
GROSSMAN Now, what kind of money do you think? 
How lor do you think we can push them? 
TITO BURNS I tell you. As lor as Granado goes, uh, 
they were talking 12-13 hundred pounds but there's 
15 hundred there, I know. 
GROSSMAN You don' t think we can do beHer? 
TITO BURNS Possibly, yeah. But I know thot like he's 
talkinv to us 13 .... 
Ah, this is Chris, Stewart'• P .A. speaking. He's 
not there. 'He'"s not. he1s not~ you know, available at 
the moment. He's o bit tied up in the theatre. 
Can 1/relp? 
BURNS Well, I think he might untie himself. Would yoo. 
tel l him this is the call he was e><peeting 
regarding Bob Dylan? 
CHRIS Bob Dylan? 
IURNS y.._ 
CHRIS OK, well you know, when I say he's tied up 
I really mean it. You know, I'm not kidding. 
BURNS I know he is . . . with rape, right? 
CHRIS No, I oak, we've got a lhow on in the lheatre here, 
you know? 
BURNS Don't get upoet, don't gel upset- l'm only 
kidding yo. 
CHRIS OK, well J'lllry and get him. 
BURNS Well, you tell him, Chris, that I have MI. Gr-n 
with""'· Uh, Bob'~ monaglt1', Albert Grossman's 
withmenaw. 
you know, at, you know, 
the nature of the offer. In other words, as much 
as - ·d like to do the shaw fa< 88C I think we <On'! 
even consider it ot that money "cause it doesn't 
come anywhere near the other offlfD that we have. 
OK, well the minimum that I would consider would, 
uh, be the fee thO! you mentioned for each 
half hour. No, no, no--1 wouldn't . • • 1250 for -ch 
half hour. Well, uh, thank you very much. lye. 
Tolums. 
He said he11 put it to them but he's almaot CMtaln 
it'll be, it11 be na • • • but I think he's gcing to 
come back with 2,000, I bet. for two shows. 
VI ...... 
BURNS TMn, then •e~ .. ne Miter ofl. We're Ifill....., 
off the other way with .... thaw.,.,...., we. AIMrt? 
GROSSMAN I don't lrnow. 
BURNS I don't, uh . 
no I 
going to tell you straight what happened. We 
were ready to do )'OWl- if you came up with the tw o 
but then the IIC got ra.,.ing mod and came u p 
with two. So you ....e fiiiO I to top it." 
Q, '"• tel•pho"•· 
Alben? Um, Albert, Stewart'? I'll be with Albert 
in a few moments and 
Holds up t....a fi11gers lot G rouma11 .. Groumo11 smiles. 
Um, I'll put it to him and uh, wh, and you know I'm 
t.ure he' ll came up •ith a decision, you kno•. 
very quickly. Well now Stewart, let me tell yow, 
between you and I, um . .. .,.ry truthfv ll y, you know, 
ah, like two month1 ova. Granada came on when 
they h•rord he .... a, coming, and, yow know them, 
they pay . . you kno•. what, they pay for the Ialii 
al well, if you know what I meon. Uh, and they've 
been on there homrnerinv owoy like mod . So, uh, 
Albert doe• hove a preny tough decisi on in a 
way. lut, you·.,. seen todoy'1- chart? Dy lan: number 
,;.,, "S~o~bterronean Homesick lluH." Yeoh. 1umped 
lrom l•k• 4.5 01 ~Qmelhing to s i.x~Yeaf\. I'll be 
with ~wilhift left flllftutft Of lO 
AI ... '""'' vp fll filo. 
fft£ t-tOTE-1- fZ.OOI'-4 
HOTEl MANAGER Who is in charge of thit room? 
GROSSMAN What do you"'"" .. Who sin ch.-ge of thJt 
room" · Its rented 10 lob o,&o". What clo )OU mean. • 
who'';,.. c+large of 1t? 
Oylon oppeon in Qoorwoy 
HOTEl MANAGER Ate you lcb Dyl a n s man09er? 
N~uwtrlh mo ... e' lfl from ol o ,!on ptoledtYP:fy. 
G«OSSMAN Yes, f"' lob Dylan· ~ ~onoger, bu't I'm not in 
chorge of his 100m. 
THE SCIENCE STUDENT 
DYLAN Are yow goin.g to ~ conuu? 
SCIENCE STUDENT Yeah, fm go.n.g tc watch I mean, 
I, I • . . well Th•s it. what I corN~ to "e mo,rly . 
DYlAN listen 
SCIENCI STUDENT I como 10 -yow ., 
DYlAN lilt• 
SCIENCE STUDENT 1ut I fhovtht 1 mieht l'·•che a word 
w.th 70V Mt. I-._ whor '' your .... hole othtude ro 
Me? I....,., when you mnl lOme body, what it. 
your alfihlde towards them? 
DYLAN lclon't !tke them. 
SCIENCE STUOI:NT I mean, I come in here. What·, 
your Clllitvde towards me? 
DYLAN No, I don't ho.,e on attitude to .... ardt. you at oiL 
Why 1hould I ho.,e on ottitude.to""ardl you? 
I don'! even know you. 
SCIENCE STUDENT No, but I mean and it would be 
on attitude if you wonted lo know m• or 
didn't wont to know me. 
DYLAN Well, why ihm~ld I wont to know you? 
SCIE NCE STUDE NT I don't know ... t hor'• wl'lot 
I'm oNling. 
DYLAN Well, I don't krtOW. A.K me another quHtion. 
Just give me o reGIOn why J should want to know you. 
SCIE NCE STUDENT Um ... I mfght be wonh knowinG. 
DYLAN Whyl 
SCifNCE STUDENT Hwhl 
DYLAN Why:' Tell me why. Wl'lot g ood is it going Ia do 
m. for rM to know you? Tell me . Give me, nome me 
one thin.; I'm voinv to gain. 
SCIENCE STUDENT Well, you mighlleorn t.o!N'tfo!in.g 
Well, what is your o ttituft tO"Vards life? Huh? 
OYLAI" W ell, wha t ore you a'k'"-..1 me to explain 
in two minu. n f •. . 
fj
s~::NCE ;Tu~~~.: ~~:::.;; geH;ng "two m;n~•• 
You're u1olr.ing me to explain something in 
rwa minuttu too. 
CI£NCE STUOHiT Sur you 're the art:st. You' re 
........ __ .......... to be able to explain it in two minutes . 
were someplace else I'd punch you in your god(!orr 
nou -you 1tupid nut. Would you. we've rented 
this room and I'm ot.lling you to leave thit. room. We 
ho ... e valuables in here t.Jnd I don't wont you 1n here. 
Oyla" smtles of camera. 
Would you fillet out of thit. r:K>m? 
DYLAN lam? 
SCIENCE STUDENT ~ooh. 
DYLAN Hey, now, wl'lol about you? Aren't you on 
SCIENCE STUDENT Oh, no. 
PIIIC~ Yeah,oiMouolylheyclo""-··· .,. !mAN Yoah. 
SCIENCE STUOfNT Th.yclot ICeiCESTUDINT 
PIIICE '' ... You don't k._whalto .. .,...., "' Mlisfytho& 
because you don't lt..., ....... ..,,....... ..... 
oy. Whowont .. totalcto.,...., ... cloo."'... • DYlAN w.l. ..... _ ......... 
SCI£NC£STUDENT .,J.._,_,.._ ........ ..,. sc::.NCI!~ .-_., 
to find out, wo1l l?J I ""\ -=--lft'I.AN -,.~dcryov ~--==-===::! 
DYlAN Wedon'tw-t..C.. SC8ICISlUDENT • W....--- ... toi<Mw 
~ .... _ .. ...,.. ......, ............. __ .... 
jolt ......... . 
DYlAN __ .................. _ ....... 
--··ttclllofy"'-! 
sce«:E STUDENT ., .... , 
""'d .. p f,;ends.r.,...,w 
~ 
DYlAN Whot's o doop frloooll? 
sceasluoeir ~ ... ~ ..... _. .. ...... .....,_ ... _,._ .... ..... 
IMAM So'i-MroiUil.......__ 
SCIENCE S1UDINr Ah • , 
pn.AN Go ....... Yw .... ~--C:O. ... , 
~E~Aio 
Dn.AN -v ... ..._..~...,.......,., 
scB.aS1UOINr ............ 
«-thn ..... 
11 ..... ~ ........ ,_ 
NBIWII'IH ...... .. 
G..to ....................... . 
DYlAN No. Y"" don't ...... ... 
1 I 
SC81C1 STUDENT No, I didn't eo .. In he ... I ....,., 
I don't consider ...,.,...,, I fNCift1 ht Considers me 
a ~tost. rm not 0 joumalst~ • 
NliUW1IITH Hey,_., the high ~.tWslody would .........  . 
HIGH__,..IAD'f 1'1olheohorll'tlocly.Andrm .. .., .... .......,., .. ., ....... _ .... .....,......, ___ ..... 
_.._.,... ...... ....., _ _  ... 
lADY v-. .... ,_,_.,.,.. ............. 
, .. uno"""lher',..,eoly.......,.,AIIoll...., 
._. th'-- f th;nk 'fOU're ....., ............ 
.... lhe,o..th. 
N 
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 his year's Legalise Pot 
Rally is on July 7. Should 
the sun shine, as tribal 
rites go, It will almost certainly 
be a success—a harking back to 
what John Peel describes as 
' last year's beautiful,  futile, 
happy summer.' As an act to 
impress Legislators, the Rally's 
chances are as likely as 
Yoko Ono's of becoming 
Chairman of Great Britain Ltd. 
Law Reform will come when 
we, who support change, 
develop sufficient cool to 
demystify our own responses. Som 
thing is happening to Mr Jones, 
but neither he nor Bob Dylan 
really know what it is. 	But 
Herman Cohen, Joe Berke and 
Calvin Hernton might be able 
to tell them, round about 
August, when the computers 
feed back the collected findings 
of the first systematic studies 
on Cannabis and related drugs. 
Joe Berke and Calvin Hernton's 
Research Committee on 
Cannabis was founded in 1965, 
and first set about compiling 
a bibliography of the available 
literature. 	It didn't take too 
much page turning to discover 
that no valid scientific data 
existed, for the most part, 
throughout the western world. 
So a pilot study was set up 
to provide original data about 
- the uses of Cannabis in 
Britain—social variables: back-
ground,  education, vocation, 
- life-style, sex, age, income; as 
well as objective information 
concerning the phenomenology 
of the Cannabis experience; 
• how the users experience 
themselves whilst under the 
influence of the drug. No 
results until August, but early 
feed-back appears to explode 
much of the conventional 
wisdom. 
Herman Cohen in Amsterdam 
has taken a slightly different 
approach. More concerned with 
the interaction of drug takers 
with society (he lectures the 
World Health Organisation 
on Discriminatory Tendencies 
Towards Drug Takers in 
London this August), he has 
set up a Questionnaire con-
cerned to survey what is going 
on. At least in Amsterdam. 
How many people are using 
what? In what kinds of com-
bination? And with what 
frequency? What kind of social 
groups do they come from? 
What interaction do they have 
within their group? With 
other people? With Society? 
And with the Legal machinery 
of Society? Cohen is intrigued 
by the influence of legal 
pressures on the structure of 
'  the Scene.' 	He is also very 
We clothe 
every child 
in napalm 
Guerilla Art Sloane Square, one 
day recently, before the 
Underground's six man graffiti 
squad pacified the area for 
Harrod's once again. 
concerned to redefine the 
terms '  use ' and ' abuse ' of 
drugs. Cohen is not so sure 
that legalising Pot is the 
answer. 
' Of course,' he says, ' it would 
be better than the present 
laws, but in itself it is too simple 
a solution. What I am trying 
to do is explore the 
sociological process going on, 
but in the end, I suppose, I 
am one of ' them,' because I 
view the drug taker as a 
social deviant.' 
As the survey is his doctoral 
thesis, and he has publishing 
commitments, the full results of 
his work are unlikely to be 
available for two years, however, 
he thinks the early results 
are less favourable to the 
basic ' head ' position than he 
himself would have thought. 
Last question in Cohen's 
questionnaire: 
Was u "  stoned  " toen u deze 
vragenlijst invulde? 
a consumer survey would have little difficulty in establishing that readers of the new Italian invader 
International Playmen  get more 
square metres of tit per unit 
cost than Penthouseholders. 
But London Editor Herbert Van 
Thal maintains in a stiff Home 
Counties accent, that he 
would prefer to publish more 
things like the Fong Marcuse 
interview in the launch issue. 
The younger almost revo-
lutionary tone to some of 
Playmen's pieces he says is 
conscious and he is concerned 
to deny that Playmen Italy was 
one of the Roman magazines 
prosecuted for publisbing fairly 
pornographic papparazzi shots 
of Bardot and Sachs. Though 
he is not quite sure. 
At Penhouse, Bob Guccione is 
coolly unconcerned. No it 
onfouldn't be fair for him to 
comment on one of his staffer's 
remarks that Playmen having 
"ailed to make Smith's might 
be left wth a lot of the 185,000 
initial print order on their hands. 
(Van Thal: 'Typical of Smith's. 
We're still negotiating.') 
Guccione points out that Pent-
houses's quarter million run 
allows them more colour and 
draws more advertising revenue 
than anyone else. And the run 
goes up to half a million in 
November when Penthouse 
applies for a U.S. entry visa. 
Last month, Paradise Hartley 
got married, turned 21 and 
came of age as "  the man 
who threw a toilet roll at 
Conservative Leader, Edward 
Heath and was afterwards fined 
£100 by Gloucester City 
Magistrates" (Gloucester 
Citizen, May 26). 
In an Anti-Vietnam demon-
stration outside Gloucester 
Guildhall, a policeman's 
helmet was splashed witb red 
paint, Paradise's guitar was 
crushed, and two toilet rolls 
were thrown, one by Paradise 
into an open window, he was 
arrested, and charged with 
" Using Threatening Behaviour, 
Whereby a Breach of the 
Peace was likely to be 
occasioned." 
For the crimes of, (1), thowing 
a toilet roll, and (2), singing 
protest songs, he was fined 
£45 less than the seventeen 
demonstrators arrested in the 
Battle of Grosvenor Square, 
and £85 more than 3 men 
with prior convictions for 
grievous bodily harm who 
rolled a drunk outside a pub, 
£15 more than a drunken 
driver who killed a four year 
old child sentenced in the same 
court, the same day, by the 
same Gloucester Maaistrates. 
' Don't Look Back '—the movie 
of Bob Dylan's tour of Great 
▪ Britain should have been 
titled ' Don't Think Once.' It 
• has never been shown here, 
suppressed at the insistence 
of his manager Albert Gross- -•  man—who did look back, closely 
—and thought twice 
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Thus, every sequence in the film 
shows people eating. Or, when not • 
eating, fighting. The images refer 
back always to the pre-historic vis-
ions of our ancestors chewing their 
raw meat and battling over the pos-
session of a water-hole. On the • 
space-station, a polite but suspicious 
encounter between Dr. Floyd (the 
American Space Agency official on 
'  his way to the Moon) and a group 
of Russians shows that  evenarow,   
the Cold War is not Over.  TRe 
• '  fight on the Jupiter expedition be-
^tames  between men and their own 
breatiort•the HAL 9000 computer. 
,  When we first see the.astronaut 
Bowinan, he is running round,the 
Space-ship's centrifuge making box-
.  'rug gestures. The two stewardesseS 
Murnford recently pointed out that 
The misleading notion that man is 
primarily a tool-making animal... 
will not be easy to displace. Like 
other plaus!Ole conceits. it evades 
rational criticism, especially since 
it flatters the vanity of modern 
Technological Man, that ghost clad 
in iron .. (The Myth of the Machine) 
It was a notion which suited the 
Industrial Revolution, the great 
burst of tool-invention that created 
our conditions of everyday liviA 
But its limitations have become 
obvious in the age of computers 
and cybernetics which has followed. 
Here, a new vision of thumarr pre-: 
history has gathered fOrce, where. • 
language is seen as the decisive 
transition from nature to culture. 
After all, how could tOrikusing 
have become'established, as a dev% 
eloping tradition within primitive 	oh the Moon-ship settle clotvn — 
societies, without a contexeof 	•  with a meal, of course —•to watch •- 
culture•arid cornmunication?,` 'p  judo match on televisiOn., In'gen- 
Speech, dreams, and  titUalsaKe, 	•  eral, plere is an ingenious use of 
More fundamental than irtnplenients: film-within- film to accentuate the 
The.fact is simplNyvreore•e■ilderit 	 •  message4  In thetver,Y  first space 
us, frOm  within  Qur  web  of,erectron- elikisade,  ivesee'FloycliasleeP before  • 
ic.cdmmunicatioh  anddur  mind-. 	a srnall7novie:s6reen  showing a bhy-,  
• . Nib 	sirnu.  latiitg•automative ma4lines; in,al.uturistiC auto- 	• 
,  • • 	2 	 . mobile  :vehicirkaParit,  it might be., 
In the  second oar-40f  tfie'film  7 	• 	from laity F4oilyw• od  movie of'tfrie 
	
 
• 	
Jupiter  Missjqn.7' 19,,t2rick, shows L4ter;tfiere.a.re  scenes of  • • 
he  $erfeCtly=a∎hOrc-of the  facts'  4'  eittiulthittbanalitY.wheia  Floyd• 
behind  thiS  chnje  in  ttit'Odel:  l 	picgre:pheheshiS 	ghtkr•14,acit 
. 	., . 	 . 
, . 
 
-  of, its Pwri, a  PerTect  cybemetitki 	to.tiSttopeut Poore from.til• r;c*:.:' . Repairi6 %this fault -entails going ' 
• -- -  - •••.'  mach inei-i So'WhytheirChaic',id- : ts•J;c0110:4-ti-ICtay,..tbefekirg•V•i., a  ...‘ :  outsideAtle craft -in ,a one-man space 
s.'`itvhichiLiey Ofti'.W '.:  nlachi;4:•....4.4  leaf) that fhere is in Eulogy    of:the  f irktiiirt?i•Thei  artt  . 	c  ' joiff  • 'de  
- -,....Wer-is thatstit,tiszirchatmliste. &If iji,t 	him.  t4.i  tiot.  !1/2 r,efifxs•fite.:  :,.  -.faCkri4  fault  ,it  was a pretext fOr - 
- -  .  initte fitjaction Infthem'hip.IdiFI  of 	oiiiii's'ir;is2,0t.i.tt ttitilTietili.7. .to.irt...*  liggitjfig  rid 9f  ihe  two humans (and 
-7t.hd'fifrri=s'ailtent .  `:•.-:'. ;  ,  . •.1,' 	ijimoiroRi.45,71.  EloArte..cdt -i 	 ;,.  t13.4  tithfretiiirnating on the voy- 
' ' 	'..- i,‘.7'  .47,,  '.!•° ...:. . 	p4-6.44.r534,4 .41,46. •  .)%.4 .i ii*.t.v. .  ' . -Follit..  . .  ,' •  ag,e):11Er.a, 4.  ;-as HAI...puts it, 'I 	- 
,.• ,  .. 	 . - ,. 	•  - 	..  .-:" 
'  I  n  -spacet wt. ai•e%;arri ed.  f  i7ir.3f!'411 4i.offrol 	*cflritfrbitont .  ;..cbrilln t  ret.you endanger, this mis- 
10 
. 	in,Space  hanic$ really-Chang- •  and harrtsandwiches on the way • 
ad•MN/thing. The•cOrnplt  and •  ('T•hek.  get:Oetter  at it all  tie  ticne' 
beautiful  Models, the extraordjnrY'  says  one of ihe.crew). On arrival, 
'realisrn'of these Seituendev— ttib analegy with the anthropoids is 
much* commented upon.— have the • .  rubbed in as they crowd round the 
:same total effect. Zechnical mar-  blaCk slab :Dr. Floyd reaches out 
vels are juxtaposed  to  hurnan ban-  •• to touch it with the same gesture as 
• ality, repeatedly. CfeVer enough to 
escape from their own world$  a 	. • 
race of advPnced monkeys is carry- 
	
the dpe Chieftain, four million years 
pretiously. 
Then,  there  is an abrupt transition ing an outworn and still animal 	
b6theJ4iter  expedition, after the heritage towards the stars. 	• 
second title. The lack, of a title be-
tween the anthropoids and the ear-
lier space sequences emphasized 
continuity; this one states, in effect, 
that something more important than 
all the intervening human history 
must have occured on the Moon, but 
we'do not yet know what. How-
ever, we do have a firm picture of 
a hopeless, unchanging, backward-
looking 'human nature' tied to an-
im ality and to social rituals which 
technological advance has rendered 
ridiculous. 
Going towards Jupiter, the two rep-
resentative's Of this hopeless human 
cature, Bowman and Poole, are in 
a vast spacecraft which is also a, 
computer. This mechanical intelli-
gence CHAO controlS every aspect 
of the craft. As it is programmed to 
respond to voice instructions, the 
astronauts can 'converse-  with it. 
.•  It can even take conversational ini- 
tiatives; as when it inquires how 
• Bowman •feelS about the 'mission. 
• I.t has tnotives — as We learn later, 
it becomes clear that there' 
was a hidden reason for the inquiry 
into the astronaut's state of mind. 
VI  the course.of the same Conyers- 
•ation  ,  theCcimputer suddenly rep-
orts a 	 • . 
aboara.CO'mputer•;;;,ittl'a 	on,'Eagthy•  and 'a  fKesSage 	 •• 
• • 
..• 	 • 
-..-.arftl•tlisatt.le  theme-chine. 
t  a :41 	-.• ..  •••• • 	• 	 . . 	.. 	 . .. •
• • t  :.ofthe'security 'anci,ocinfort Ot.lh 'Ii.  - 	:A..• y .• 	....., :....  ..:.  •• '.  •••••311en vte  learn the truth. The corn'- 
.  4...  .!"-past.-  Titis clevicel'arcoOntekpartit ':00frAlkIVT4pkiffer  a  :.-Tefirifsrbrrit •  •pelter  neev.about the objectives of, 
.  itiginiages  wiih  air  unusual  sound, 	lini4eiat•cill.40.13entag 	enes'!ii;  7  tihe'..mission.alt  air:mg, as it had been 9ik 
.trait  — used b'  3<4.litict,  .41  Oth4. r'....!4:15r."Strehi-e7E  ve.,1;16,;(. 	ffisP11,/fir  pi-Pgrarni-ned with the information 
....fill-ifs -'again,emphasizes  the tam.  :.  :go.tci.ihepeitirthe Thine  They  art 	before  leaying. The.astronauts them- 
, of real novelty iii the  attion." Tfev-  •  .5w/stained  by arfificii  chicken s-,  selves did not — they were supposed 
. • .  To  a circular sizacestition, then  .  h. ti V.  C•eirlartifina`  "  .!.in  .-  Q 	5 	 , id. - 	fits 	ts g - -:.-a.  	. , 	'  g  wman survives alone, but 
• 
• .  i4o 	*se  `Illeirrot5 04 	.  •...i  •  -,  •  ' 	'' -  ".  .  t„ •  rnenMes-to  get irrto HAL's brain eAtlitg-anf BS the  Arteritan 	on• 	, 	• 
''  ' I 	ilint  f Of  the  voyage. 	'' 	'  ''?•k• 
- .. • 	.. 
ica -accompa en 	- ,  ale.  ,esCapiejtoilii,Arkh 
. 	'':''. •i--ailvelittilt  1Pret'SIAlee':- 
 
is trsloAlbStrat7ss.vitetti,, evticatilie: 
to'find out on arrival at Jupiter. 
HAL had therefore to inquire and 
find out what Bowman (the comm-
ander) knew, before deciding how to 
reaRte  its design :to meet the 
source of the alien intelligence it-
self, without human interference. 
• The Moon monolith had given off 
a radio beam pointing towards Jup- 
iter, like an instruction. Thus, the 
perfect and infallible intelligence 
man has created wants to approp- 
riate this cosmic intelligence 
self. 
The point is emphasized by the for· 
mal properties of the scene inside 
the computer. The oblong red space 
n which Bowman swims weightless-
as he struggles to disconnect the 
brain-functions, recalls the 
' sllldl\1.f the Tabl~t. Even more 
·~~-PJit...SO do the computer keys 
can get 
the machine~co•,_lil:.ftti...~  
human touch. 
ive possessiveness ha\f~;JN[)'I;JIU fl' 
into it unwittingly - so 
themselves, men cannot 
fmished making Dr. ove . 
Stanley Kubrick has been fascinated 
by the theme of extraterrestrial life ... 
This life is waiting for the sole rem· 
aining astronaut at Jupiter, so that 
terrestrial life may be redeemed 
Another black monolith is circling 
the planet to conduct Bowman on, 
a trip of e~ploration 'Beyond J.Jp-
iter and the Infinite'. 
In other films, Kubrick offsets his ' 
writer Arthur C. Clarke. It is quite 
true that Space Odyssey is an at t· 
empt at transcending the gloomy 
vicious circle Klubrick previously . 
moved in, and this might indeed 
be due to Clarke's participation. 
But it i8 ro less important to ob-
serve that this attempt emerges as 
quite unconvincing, and both looks 
and feels all wrong. 
cold pessimism with outrageous gro· The strange room fashioned by the 
tesqueries (like the scenes between cosmic Intelligence for Bowman is 
Quilty and Humbert in Lolita that utterly chilling. Described as 'an 
underlined the message in black-com- elegant apartment' in the British 
ic fashion) This element is missing Film Institute Bulletin 's review, 
from Space Odyssey - its place has and taken by Mayersberg as repr· 
been taken by the grandly experim- senting humanity's past, its most 
ental sequences of Bowman's voyage . evident characteristic is actually 
beyond time and space. The dazzling phoniness. It is jn Mid-Western 
technical novelties are designed to Louis Quinze, rendered even more 
convey the dissolution of all the eerie by the shadowless underfloor 
normal barriers of the humanly- lighting. What happens is even 
known; but why must the unknown 
be nasty? 
ihe Christians always said we 
shouldn't judge vvhat appears nasty, 
as it may be for our own good in 
the long run, and we cannot fathom 
the ways of God. Fortunately, the 
ways ofK ubrick are another matter. 
They appear to leact us towards a 
new world of experience, using the 
utmost in technique and free imag-
ination; in fact, they lead us back 
into the heart of the oldest, stalest 
kind of despair with the human 
state. The message was always 
false. In this year of our Revolution, 
it is absurd, too 


